APPENDIX A
SUBMISSION TO ERECT A MEMORIAL TO WILLIAM RUTHVEN VC AT RUTHVEN RESERVE
DEVELOPMENT SPONORED BY DAREBIN RSL
Darebin RSL have commissioned Laserform Creative to develop a fitting granite commemorating
William RUTHVEN VC at Ruthven Reserve, named after the aforementioned, in the city of Darebin.
This memorial would coincide with the new pavilion development at the reserve.
The proposal is to create an etched black granite plaque incorporating an image of William Ruthven VC
in his World War 1 uniform alongside a summary of the action that saw him awarded the Victoria
Cross (VC) by King George V in 1918. The plaque would also recognize the significant post war
contribution by William RUTHVEN VC to the then City of Preston and Reservoir as the longest standing
local member of the Victorian parliament.
The plaque would be either set into a natural rock or recreated rock from stoneware that could be
situated in the natural gravel and native grass garden bed alongside the pavilion. The granite and rock
would tie in with the natural setting and other rocks scattered throughout the landscape at the
reserve. If a suitable rock cannot be located, a rock will be recreated out of stoneware that is the
approximate colour of the gravel garden bed and path. Refer attached photograph of the preferred
location.
It is envisaged that the plaque would be approximately 600 x 400mm and set into a rock that would
accommodate the size of the plaque and which would set it about approximately 600 - 700mm above
the ground.
The RSL will provide the necessary funding for the proposal.
There would be no ongoing maintenance required as all materials are designed to withstand a lifetime
in an external environment.
The plaque proposal conforms to the City of Darebin’s memorial policy as follows:
5.2 “Monuments and larger memorials are for the purposes of this policy are specifically designed
objects or structures commemorating a person, event, or place.
1. Council’s Leisure, Public Realm and Venues Unit will coordinate the application review process and
provide information to the Memorials and Monuments Committee:
•

the application will include all relevant details including the nature and intent of the proposed
memorial or monument; site preference (location) and analysis; design concept to scale; text or
images to be included; and any other information including maintenance costs that will
provide Council with a full understanding of the intended outcome of the proposed
memorial. Design will not be commissioned at this stage – a concept will be sufficient.

•

All plaques must conform to City of Darebin plaque and memorial design specifications. Any
wording on plaques or memorials must be approved by Council. A maximum number of words
are stipulated for each category of plaque or memorial (see design specifications). Text should
be brief and in a language accessible to the public and should avoid use of jargon or
acronyms. Text should be written following research from a wide range of authoritative
sources and be verified by a qualified historian. Proofing and checking will be undertaken by
Council. If a graphic image is utilised the amount of text will be reduced.”

Given the significance and nature of the commemoration, reference has to be directly linked to the
awarding of the Victoria Cross, therefore it is not possible for the text component to be brief. The
VC citation has been reduced by virtue of a precis of William RUTHVEN’s service and post war
contribution to Preston and Reservoir.

There is also scope for the monument to not even fall under this policy as it is connected with the
opening of a new building (Ruthven Pavilion) that is directly related and named after William Ruthven
VC.
Attachment 1: Draft proposal of the engraved granite plaque
Example of the type of rock to be incorporated into the memorial or colour of the recreated
stoneware rock.

Image only for purposes of the colour of a stoneware rock
The preferred location at the reserve (Person represents approximate location of the rock and plaque)

Attachment 1 – Plaque proof. (Images are not accurately recreated due to media used. Proof is only
for wording and recommended layout)

